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Abstract: 

The paper uses confidential firm-level panel data to provide new estimates on the extent of 

corporate profit shifting by German-based affiliates of multinational corporations. The estimated 

semi-elasticity of reported profits with regard to statutory foreign tax rates is 3.6, or 4.8 when 

allowing for a non-linear relationship, which is higher than most of the previous estimates of around 

1. The case for a non-linear relationship is even stronger when average effective tax rates are used 

instead of statutory rates. In addition, the paper develops an alternative identification strategy 

suggesting that the first-time appearance of a tax-haven investor reduces the reported profits of 

German-based affiliates by 61 percent if a majority of the affiliate is held by a foreign investor. The 

estimated effects are used to extrapolate the amount of shifted profits and associated revenue 

losses for all German-based foreign affiliates. The results suggest moderate but non-negligible 

revenue losses between 3.7 and 10.8 percent of corporate income tax revenues (or EUR 1.9-5.7 bn. 

in 2015). 

1. Introduction 
The existence of corporate profit shifting with the aim of avoiding taxation is largely unquestioned 

today. Besides individual-case revelations by investigative journalists, a growing academic literature 

provides evidence that multinational enterprises (MNEs) manipulate profits such that they reduce 

their share of profits in high-tax countries and increase it in low-tax jurisdictions in order to minimize 

their overall global tax payments. However, no consensus has been reached, yet, on the scale of 

corporate profit shifting and even less on the relative importance of revenue losses associated with 

this phenomenon. Numerous international tax scandals revealing the minimal tax payments of 

individual MNEs have attracted considerable media attention and caused public outrage also in 

Germany. Politicians across political parties have criticized aggressive corporate tax planning and 

announced counter measures.  

Several studies have found indication that profit shifting activities of MNCs affect taxable profits in 

Germany. In some studies this result occurs as a by-product of estimating corporate profit shifting at 

a European or global scale (Huizinga & Laeven 2008, Clausing 2016). Others, such as Weichenrieder 

(2010) and Gumpert et al. (2015) focus explicitly on profit shifting activities by German-based 
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companies. Still, little is known about the actual revenue cost of corporate profit shifting in Germany. 

Studies assessing the revenue losses due to profit shifting for Germany, suggest a wide range of 

different estimates. These range from about USD 1.2 bn. in 1999 (Huizinga & Laeven 2008) to EUR 

30-35bn. in 2013 (Dover et al. 2015). This would correspond to about 3.4 percent or 43 percent of 

corporate income tax revenues in the respective years. Intermediate estimates include USD 17.2 bn. 

in 2012 (Clausing 2016), and USD 10-16 bn. for 2015 (18-28%) (Tørsløv et al. 2018b) which would 

correspond to about 18% and 18-28% of corporate income tax revenues in the respective years. In 

relation to total corporate income tax revenues these numbers thus imply revenue losses between 

3.4 and 43 percent, based on which corporate profit shifting could either be judged a minor close to 

negligible phenomenon or a serious threat to the future of corporate tax.1 

This paper adds to the growing literature on corporate profit shifting in three ways. Based on firm-

level ‘Microdatabase Direct Investment’ (MiDi) provided by Deutsche Bundesbank (2017)2, it first 

provides new estimates of the semi-elasticity of German-based foreign affiliates’ profits with respect 

to foreign tax rates and underlines findings of a significant non-linear relationship previously 

documented for other countries than Germany. Second, it develops an alternative identification 

strategy suggesting that the first-time appearance of a tax-haven investor or ultimate owner 

company reduces the reported profits of German-based affiliates. Third, as first such paper with this 

data, it uses the estimated effects to extrapolate the amount of shifted profits and associated 

revenue losses.   

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 discusses different strategies used in the literature to 

identify the extent of profit shifting in Germany and summarizes some advantages and short-comings 

of the respective approaches. Section 3 introduces the MiDi database and the sample of firms used in 

the econometric analysis. Section 4 describes the methodology used to estimate the sensitivity of 

profits with regard to tax rates and the appearance of tax haven investors. Section 5 summarizes and 

discusses econometric results and derives tentative estimates of the amount of shifted profits and 

the resulting revenue losses.  

2. Literature Review 
Several studies have produced estimates on how much revenue is lost due to profit shifting in 

Germany. Approaches differ with respect to the potential of data sources and identification 

strategies but also with regard to their research interest. Top-down approaches analyze the gap 

between corporate profits derived from the national accounts and the corporate tax base or 

payments from the national tax statistics (Bach 2013, Dover at al. 2015). Alternatively, international 

investment positions and national accounts can be used to explore inconsistencies in the distribution 

of profits and corporate activity across countries and derive estimates of corporate profit shifting 

(Tørsløv et al. 2018). However, the most common approach in the economic literature is to compare 

                                                           
1
 A general problem with this relative measure is that the corporate income tax revenues as reported by the 

OECD revenue statistics do not include tax revenues from partnerships which are taxed under the personal 
income tax. Those make up a considerable share of business taxation in Germany. For this reason, using 
corporate income tax revenues as a reference might make the relative importance of profit shifting seem 
overly dramatic. See Bach (2013) for a more comprehensive overview of revenues from business taxation in 
Germany. 
2
 Deutsche Bundesbank (2017): Microdatabase Direct Investment. Version: 3.0. Deutsche Bundesbank. Dataset. 

https://doi.org/10.12757/Bbk.MiDi.9915.03.04  

https://doi.org/10.12757/Bbk.MiDi.9915.03.04
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foreign affiliates’ profits in low and high tax jurisdictions based on firm-level data and derive semi-

elasticities of profits with respect to the tax rate differentials. Few researchers in this strand of 

literature have extrapolated the amount of profit shifting associated with their estimates. This 

extrapolation from firm-level data to country-level aggregates is subject to many uncertainties but it 

would be an important step in order to bridge the gap between the micro and macro level. In the 

following, I review key aspects of different identification strategies used to provide evidence of profit 

shifting in Germany and discuss potential short-comings of using tax rates as identifying variable. A 

comprehensive review of international studies is provided by Riedel (forthcoming). 

2.1. Identification strategies and estimates for Germany 
The upper bound of estimates for Germany is the corporate tax gap of EUR 90 bn. found by Bach 

(2013) for the year of 20083. It refers to the discrepancy between corporate profits as derived from 

the national accounts and the actual corporate tax base from the national tax revenue statistics. Part 

of the identified corporate tax gap might also be explained by conceptual divergences in national 

accounts and financial or tax accounting. For example, in the national accounts, the cost of 

depreciation is calculated in a different way, national accounts neglect special depreciation 

allowances for SME, or do not account for capital gains and losses or for provisions for pension 

schemes (Bach 2013). Adjustments can be made to correct for some of the divergences and others 

should cancel out in the long-run (Ibid.). However, profit shifting can only be identified as the 

unexplained residual. Another challenge is that an important share of profits in Germany accrues to 

unincorporated enterprises. These are taxed under the personal income tax and the resulting 

revenues have to be added to the corporate income tax revenues. At the same time, a lack of 

bottom-up data on entrepreneurial activity limits the reliability of income aggregates of German 

national accounts (Ibid.).  

A more common approach to identify profit shifting exploits inconsistencies between the location of 

multinationals’ declared profits and their economic activities across countries. This can be done on 

the basis of macro as well as micro data. For example, Cobham and Janský (forthcoming) find that 

the share of German-based affiliates of U.S. corporations in the total group’s profits is too low with 

respect to their share in the group’s activities in terms of assets, employment and turnover and 

derive an approximate amount of revenues lost to profit shifting (USD 7.1 bn. for 2012; 15% of CIT 

revenues). However, a country’s below-average share of a group’s profits may also be explained by 

other (unobserved) country-specific factors and not only be attributed to profit shifting.  One way to 

control for this is to compare profitability of local and foreign-owned firms by country. Tørsløv et al. 

(2018) find that in relation to their wage cost, foreign-owned firms make significantly less profits 

than local firms in most of the countries. Only in tax havens, it is the other way around. Exploiting 

this information, the authors make sure that not all of a country’s below-world-average profitability 

is mistakenly attributed to tax avoidance.  

Most econometric approaches are driven by the wish to isolate a tax effect from other country-

specific or firm-specific factors and an unexplained residual. A common research design is to 

estimate the (semi-)elasticity of pre-tax income of multinationals’ affiliates to a tax incentive 

variable. As noted by Dharmapala (2014), the most influential approach (“Hines-Rice approach” 

following Hines and Rice (1994)) is to regress the observed pre-tax income of multinationals’ affiliates 

                                                           
3
 Note that this refers to total German business taxation including partnerships and should thus not be seen 

into relation to the CIT Revenues only. 
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on measures of their capital and labour inputs, a measure of a tax incentive (such as the tax rate 

difference between the parent and the affiliate) and country-level (or affiliate-level) controls. As in 

the previously mentioned studies, the idea is that in the absence of tax planning, capital and labour 

inputs should be able to explain the variation in the affiliates’ taxable profits. However, additional 

control variables at country or firm level can explain differences in the profits across countries or 

firms. In addition, fixed effects control for unobserved heterogeneity across countries or firms. The 

tax incentive variable should capture the degree to which profits are actually sensitive to tax-related 

differences between countries. Variations of this approach are used in Huizinga and Laeven (2008), 

Weichenrieder 2010, and Clausing 2016. As noted by Tørsløv et al. (2018), studies based on firm-level 

data tend to underestimate the extent of profit shifting as the international databases often do not 

include sufficient information of affiliates in tax havens. This might be an explanation for the 

comparably low estimates by Huizinga and Laeven (2008) of USD 1.2 bn. in 1999. Clausing (2016) in 

contrast, who relies on the more comprehensive BEA dataset derives significantly higher estimates of 

revenue losses (USD 17.2 bn. in 2012). In this study I contribute to closing the gap between the 

macro and micro level by estimating the amount of profit shifting based on firm-level data from the 

MiDi database. This data has been used before to provide evidence of profit shifting by 

Weichenrieder (2010). However, the estimated semi-elasticities refer to revenue on assets and were 

not extrapolated in order to derive the amount of profit shifted and associated revenue losses. 

2.2. Why (statutory) tax rates capture only part of the story 
There are potential short-comings with the use of tax rates as a tax incentive variable for the 

identification of profit shifting. First, recent state aid investigations by the European Commission (EC 

2015, EC 2016, EC 2017) have shed doubt on the meaningfulness of statutory tax rates as 

operationalization of the tax incentive variable because countries such as Luxembourg, Netherlands, 

and Ireland attract corporate profits not necessarily with extremely low statutory tax rates but also 

with favourable deals regarding the tax base definitions. These so-called “sweet-heart deals” as well 

as other generally favourable tax schemes such as patent boxes are not captured when using the 

statutory tax rate as the tax incentive variable. Some studies thus use average effective tax rates 

(AETR) derived from companies’ actual tax payments in relation to their profits (Clausing 2016, Dowd 

et al. 2016). AETR might reflect the corporate tax burden more accurately but come with 

disadvantages. First, AETR are sensitive to the economic cycle and thus do not only reflect changes in 

tax law. Using them as a tax incentive might thus add white noise to the regression. Second, as 

corporate profits enter into the calculation of AETR, they might not be exogenous to the dependent 

variable. 

Another short-coming of using tax rates as the identificatory variable is related to the fixed effects 

that should control for unobserved firm or country heterogeneity. Fixed effects panel regressions 

with the tax rate as explanatory variable capture only effects of changes in tax differentials between 

countries on the location of profits because the identification builds on the variance of the 

explanatory variable over time (Dharmapala 2014). Notably, several notorious tax havens have had 

zero statutory tax rates for at least 15 years (e.g. Bahamas, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, and 

Guernsey). A fixed effects specification does not capture any profit shifting diverted to these 

jurisdictions because of a lack of variation in the explanatory variable. Still, the inclusion of firm fixed 

effects makes sense because of firm-specific unobserved factors that influence profitability such as 

management quality or product popularity (Dischinger 2010, p.3). 
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3. Data 
The study relies on firm-level data on inward foreign direct investment from the “Microdatabase 

Direct Investment” (MiDi)4 as provided by the Research Data and Service Centre of the Deutsche 

Bundesbank. Reporting is obligatory so the database covers all firms with a balance sheet total of 

more than 3 million EUR and above certain foreign participation thresholds5. Key variables include 

net-of-tax profits, turnover, number of employees, fixed and intangible assets, total assets, and 

financial liabilities for German-based affiliates as well as information on the location of direct or 

indirect foreign investor companies.  

I adjusted the sample to account for changes in reporting requirements in 20026. In 2007 the 

reporting requirements changed again relating to the participation thresholds of the immediate 

German owner and the indirect foreign owner. As the structure of the data do not allow for a 

systematic adjustment of the sample to this change in reporting requirements, this gives rise to a 

little inconsistency. However, it seems that relatively few firms were affected by this change, because 

the number of drop outs and new entrants in relation to firms staying in the panel between 2006 and 

2007 increased only slightly in comparison to the years before and after.7 In addition, the means of 

the key variables do not indicate any structural break in and after that year so I assume that this 

change in reporting requirements does not distort the estimation results.   

Following Weichenrieder (2010), I exclude firms that were unprofitable on average over the sample 

period. Also, firms from the banking and insurance industries, holding companies as well as firms 

from the government sector are excluded from the sample. The data contains information on 

affiliates whose immediate owner is a foreign company (“direct affiliates”) and affiliates whose 

immediate owner is a German company owned by a foreign company (“indirect affiliates”). It also 

includes mixed cases which I attribute to the group of indirect affiliates. Weichenrieder (2010) 

excludes indirect affiliates from the regression because he finds indication that, contrary to the 

reporting requirements, some report profits after distributions to the upper-tier corporation. This 

might explain the much lower average profitability of indirect affiliates found in the sample and 

would justify exclusion. But anecdotal evidence suggests, that profit shifting schemes tend to involve 

many different members of the corporate group in complex ownership networks. Multinational 

enterprises have an interest not to make their profit shifting activities fully transparent. For this 

reason, I suppose that profits are not necessarily shifted to the immediate owner but follow more 

complicated patterns. I might thus forgo relevant information by excluding indirect affiliates. In order 

to deal with the suspected misreporting by indirect affiliates, I construct two auxiliary dummy 

variables indicating when an affiliate switches from a direct ownership relation to an indirect and 

vice-versa. The assumption here is that the indirect affiliates’ tendency to misreport is constant over 

time and should therefore not affect our estimation results. A measurable effect on reported profits 

                                                           
4
 Deutsche Bundesbank (2017): Microdatabase Direct Investment. Version: 3.0. Deutsche Bundesbank. Dataset. 

https://doi.org/10.12757/Bbk.MiDi.9915.03.04  
5
 At least 10% of shares or voting rights owned by foreign investors in case of direct participation and at least 

50% of shares or voting rights in case of indirect foreign participation (Schild & Walter 2017). 
6
 I drop firms with a balance sheet total of less than 3 million for the years 1999-2001 because afterwards these 

did not report to MiDi, anymore. Firms with a foreign minority interest and a balance sheet total of below 5 
million EUR were included only after 2002 so I drop them to obtain a more consistent sample. 
7
 The number of drop outs in relation to firms staying in the sample increased by 2 percentage points and the 

number of new entrants in relation to firms staying by 4 percentage points between 2006 and 2007 in 
comparison to the change in the sample between 2005 and 2006 and 2007 and 2008. 

https://doi.org/10.12757/Bbk.MiDi.9915.03.04
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should only occur if an affiliate changes ownership status during the sample period and subsequently 

changes its way of reporting.8 The final sample thus consists of an unbalanced panel of 3000-6000 

firms for the time period of 1999-2015 [table 1 in the Appedix]. 

I use statutory foreign tax rates provided by KPMG and average effective tax rates (AETR) as 

operationalisation of the tax incentive variable. The AETR are computed by Cobham and Janský 

(2018), based on ORBIS data used by Cobham and Loretz (2014). These are available only for a 

shorter period of 2003-2011. AETR1 are based on the averages of companies and AETR2 are 

estimated as the total of taxes reported divided by the total of profits reported in a given country. As 

the AETR stem from Orbis data they do not reflect the actual tax payments of the investor companies 

from the MiDi database. However, they might still act as a better proxy for the tax burden companies 

face in the respective countries than statutory rates. I adjust the AETR2 for improbable outliers in the 

crisis years 2008-2010. As in Weichenrieder (2010), I compute the weighted average of tax rates 

when affiliates report foreign investors from several countries. The average foreign tax rates faced by 

investors have declined significantly over the sample period, regardless if measured as statutory or 

effective tax rates. The German tax rate has declined even more which reduces the difference 

between the domestic and the average foreign tax rate over time. In some more recent years, the 

German effective tax rates are even lower than the average foreign tax rates. This indicates that 

nowadays Germany might be less of a high-tax country than expected. However, when comparing 

the domestic tax rates to the average foreign tax rates of affiliates with tax haven investors, the 

difference is still more pronounced. This indicates that incentives to shift profits out of Germany 

persist, despite the reductions of the domestic corporate tax rates [table 3 in the Appendix].   

4. Methodology 
In 1999, about 39 per cent of German-based affiliates had at least one investor or ultimate owner 

company based in a tax haven jurisdiction. This share has risen to 45 per cent in 2015. On average 

the firms with tax haven investors had a slightly lower revenue on assets than the full sample in most 

of the years (table 2 in the Appendix). I use a Hines-Rice-type econometric approach to test whether 

part of that below-average profitability can be explained by profit shifting activities. I regress the 

observed income of multinationals’ affiliates on measures of their capital and labour inputs, a 

measure of a tax incentive and country-level or affiliate-level controls. In a first step, I use statutory 

and effective average tax rates as a tax incentive variable. Due to the described short-comings of the 

tax rate data, I also test an alternative identification strategy. In addition to estimating corporate 

profits’ sensitivity with respect to foreign tax rates, I also test whether profits decrease after a tax 

haven investor has appeared for the first time. 

4.1. A Hines-Rice adjusted specification 
For my analysis, I start with a Hines-Rice adjusted specification similar to the one suggested by 

Weichenrieder (2010):  

𝑙𝑛𝜋𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1𝜏𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝐾𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡   (1), 

                                                           
8
 In the robustness checks section I report results also for direct affiliates, only, as a matter of consistency with 

Weichenrieder’s results and also to exclude potential distortions due to the change in reporting requirements.  
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where 𝜋it is the (net-of-tax) profit/loss of the German affiliate, it is the average tax rate in the home 

countries of foreign investors, Lit and Kit are number of employees and non-financial assets of the 

German affiliate, Xit are affiliate-level controls (ln turnover, liability ratio, and the dummy indicating a 

switch of ownership type (direct/indirect)), i are affiliate fixed effects, and t are time fixed effects. 

The dependent variable are the affiliate’s total profits instead of revenue on assets as suggested by 

Weichenrieder. This is because the key interest here lies in deriving revenue estimates which is easier 

when the estimated semi-elasticities refer to total profits. In contrast to studies using an 

international data set, it is not necessary to insert the tax differential with respect to the domestic 

tax rates, as the domestic tax rate is the same for all affiliates in the sample. I thus expect a positive 

coefficient for the tax variable, as a lower foreign tax rate should c. p. result in lower profits of the 

German-based affiliate as part of the profits are shifted to the lower-tax jurisdiction. 

I repeat the analysis for sub-groups of investor countries (tax havens9 and non-havens). This is 

because profit shifting is more probable to occur between high-tax and low-tax countries rather than 

between two high-tax countries with only minor differences in tax-rates. For example, Dowd et al. 

(2016) have shown for the U.S. that the assumption of a linear tax effect across all countries leads to 

an underestimation of profit shifting activities.  

4.2. An alternative identification strategy 
Based on the MiDi data, it is possible to identify the year in which a company reported a tax haven 

investor or ultimate owner company for the first time. The panel data thus allows me to compare 

reported profits before and after the occurrence of such a tax haven investor and to firms without 

tax haven investors. This strategy has the advantage that it does not rely on tax rate changes as a 

means of identification. Instead, I use a treatment variable switching to one in the year in which the 

tax haven investor occurs. I thus obtain a “treatment group” of roughly 500 firms, compared to the 

total number of firms in the sample of about 3000-6000. This approach allows me to capture effects 

even if there is no tax rate change in the investor country or even if the statutory tax rate is not what 

makes this country an attractive profit shifting destination. Still, the identifying variable varies over 

time so I can use fixed effects to control for unobserved firm characteristics which might otherwise 

distort the estimated effect. 

Descriptive evidence suggests that the profitability of firms declines in the years after the tax haven 

investor has occurred (figure 1 in the Appendix). For my estimation, I use the same specification as 

before but plug in a treatment dummy instead of the tax rate: 

𝑙𝑛𝜋𝑖𝑡 =  𝛽1𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑙𝑛𝐿𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑙𝑛𝐾𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 휀𝑖𝑡     (2), 

where 𝜋it is (net-of-tax) profit/loss of the German affiliate, Dit is a Dummy equal to 1 when the 

investor’s location switches to tax haven and afterwards, Lit and Kit are number of employees and 

non-financial assets of the German affiliate, Xit are affiliate-level controls (ln turnover, liability ratio, 

and the dummy indicating a switch of ownership type (direct/indirect)), i are affiliate fixed effects, 

and t are time fixed effects. I expect a negative coefficient of the treatment dummy, as the first-time 

appearance of a tax haven investor should reduce the affiliate’s profits because the affiliate engages 

                                                           
9
 Based on Gravelle’s list (Gravelle 2015) plus the Netherlands which are a key conduit jurisdiction for 

investments in Germany (Bernardo-Garcia et al. 2017, Hebous & Weichenrieder 2014) and were found to offer 
preferential tax treatment to multinational companies (EC 2015). 
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in profit shifting for the first time. I repeat the estimation only for affiliates of which a majority is 

owned by foreign investors. 

5. Results 
The estimation results indicate that foreign affiliates’ profits are indeed sensitive to changes in 

foreign tax rates. A reduction of the average foreign tax rate faced by the investors of an affiliate 

leads a reduction of profits reported in Germany. Also, the appearance of a tax haven investor 

reduces reported profits. Section 5.1. and 5.2. report the estimation results. Section 5.3. extrapolates 

the results to all foreign affiliates in order to obtain estimates of the amount of profit shifting and the 

resulting revenue losses. 

5.1. Foreign tax rates and domestic profitability 
As expected, the coefficient of the average statutory foreign tax rate is positive and significant (table 

4 in the Appendix). The coefficient is 0.036 which implies that the decline of foreign tax rates by 1 

percentage point is associated with a decline of an affiliate’s profit by 3.6 percent. The other 

variables also show the expected signs: Increase in an affiliate’s employees, turnover, and assets 

have a positive effect on its reported after-tax profits. An increase in the liability ratio has a 

dampening effect on profits. The dummy variables capturing whether an investment relation 

switches from direct to indirect or vice-versa confirm that affiliates report significantly lower profits 

on average after switching from a direct foreign investor to an indirect investment relationship. This 

might already raise the suspicion of profit shifting. However, as pointed out by Weichenrieder (2010) 

indirect affiliates might mistakenly report profits after distribution to their upper-tier German parent. 

Repeating the estimations for two groups of affiliates, one with tax haven investors, and one 

without, provides indication of the non-linearity of the relationship between foreign tax rates and 

domestic profits. For the group of affiliates with tax haven investors, the coefficient of the tax rate 

increases to 0.048. This would imply that a tax reduction in the investor country by 1 percentage 

point would lower domestic profits by 4.8 percent. In contrast, the coefficient is not significant for 

affiliates without tax haven investors. This would confirm the view that profit shifting does not occur 

between high-tax countries with only minor differences in tax rates. 

The same pattern can be observed when using average effective tax rates instead of statutory tax 

rates. The coefficient of AETR1 is 0.026 for all affiliates and 0.068 for affiliates with tax haven 

investors. In contrast, it is not significant for affiliates without tax haven investor. The effect of AETR2 

turns out significant only at the 10 percent level and only when the regression is estimated 

separately for affiliates with tax haven investor (table 5 in the Appendix). 

In order to derive estimates of the amount of shifted profits, I have to transform the affiliate’s after-

tax profits into profits before tax10 and then multiply these by their individual foreign tax differential 

with respect to the German tax rate (𝜏𝑡
𝐷 − 𝜏𝑖𝑡) and by the estimation coefficient 𝑏1. 

𝑆ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑡 = ∑
𝜋𝑖𝑡

(1 − 𝜏𝑡
𝐷)

∗ (𝜏𝑡
𝐷 − 𝜏𝑖𝑡)

𝑛

𝑖=1

∗ 𝑏1 
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 I use the AETR1 of 21,6% for calculating the before-tax profits as it is improbable that the firms’ tax burden 
corresponds to the statutory rate. 
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Based on regression (2), this gives an amount of shifted profits of about EUR 2.8 billion. This amounts 

to about 13.7 percent of the total profits of the sample for 201511. Based on regression (4) I obtain an 

amount of shifted profits of EUR 3.5 bn. shifted by those affiliates with tax haven investors. As a 

share of the total profits, this amounts to 16.7 percent.12  

When based on the overall estimate for AETR1 (regression (8), table 5), the amount of shifted profits 

is negative because of the negative average tax differential between Germany’s and the average of 

investor countries’ AETR. This would suggest that Germany has attracted profits from higher-tax 

countries and as thus benefitted from profit shifting in 2011. However, this result is improbable 

which is also confirmed by the fact that the coefficient is not significant when I estimate the 

regression for affiliates without tax haven investors. In contrast, the differential between Germany’s 

AETR1 and the average foreign AETR1 for affiliates with tax haven investors is positive. Accordingly, 

the amount of profits shifted out of Germany would be positive and amount to 1.5 bn. or 7.4 per 

cent of the total profits of the sample.13 

5.2. New tax haven investors and domestic profitability 
Regressions 14-15 (table 8 in the Appendix) indicate a negative effect of the appearance of a tax 

haven investor on the affiliates’ profits. When an affiliate reports an investor or ultimate owner 

company based in a tax haven, its after-tax profits in Germany decline by 36.5 percent ((e-0.45-1)*100) 

on average. With cluster-robust standard errors (at affiliate level), the coefficient of the identifying 

dummy variable is significant at the 10 percent level. As in the previous regressions, the coefficients 

of the other variables have the expected signs. However, the estimated coefficient is not robust for 

other time intervals. When running the estimation only for those affiliates of which a majority share 

is owned by foreign investors, the estimated effect is higher (((e-0.)%-1)*1000=-61.3%) and also robust 

for the years 2000-2014, to clustering at country-level and to the use of non-winsorized profits.  

In order to derive an estimate of the amount of shifted profits, I assume that the effect holds for all 

affiliates which have had a tax haven investor over the whole sample period and of which a majority 

share is owned by foreign investors. This leads to an estimated amount of shifted profits of EUR 4.5 

bn. or 21.5 percent of the sample’s total profits in 201514. This estimate is somewhat higher than 

those building on the tax rate differential as explanatory variable. This is not surprising, as the 

identification approach allows capturing also profits shifted to jurisdictions with constantly low tax 

rates. In addition, the previous identification strategy tends to produce lower estimates for the 

recent years as the tax differential between Germany and the tax havens decreased over the sample 

period. However, it is not very likely that firms stop profit shifting because Germany lowered the 

corporate tax from 53 to 30 percent if they can still pay zero tax on part of their profits elsewhere. 

                                                           
11

 Using the winsorized profits, the respective numbers are EUR 1.6 bn. or 15.5 per cent. 
12

 Total profits of the sample are EUR 21 bn. and EUR 9.4 bn. for the sub-sample of firms with tax-haven 
investors. Winsorized sample: 1.9 bn. or 18 percent. 
13

 Total profits of the sample are EUR 21 bn. and EUR 10 bn. for the sub-sample of firms with tax-haven 
investors. Winsorized sample: 4.9 bn. or 4.7 percent. 
14

 Total sample’s profits amount to EUR 21 bn.(incl. affiliates with minority participations). Non-winsorized 
sample: EUR 2.3 bn. or 11 percent. 
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5.3. Revenue estimates 
For the calculation of revenue losses, I assume that the shifted profits would have been taxed at the 

AETR1 of 21.6 percent. The amount of profits shifted derived from the different regressions lies 

between EUR 1.5 bn. and EUR 4.5 bn. These estimates are based on a limited sample of firms which 

only account for a fraction of multinationals’ total profits in Germany. The largest sample covers only 

6373 with a total of 21.022 bn. net-of-tax profits in 2015. According to the Foreign Affiliate Statistics 

by Eurostat (2018), the number of foreign-controlled affiliates in Germany amounted to 27698 in 

2015. Those made a total gross-operating surplus of EUR 121.9 bn. 

Assuming that the estimated tax base reductions of 16.7 percent (based on regression (5)) applies to 

all of these profits, the total tax base reduction would amount to EUR 20.3 bn. of shifted profits or 

EUR 3.6 bn. revenue loss, i.e. 8.4 percent of total corporate tax revenues (52.7 bn.). Assuming that 

multinationals shift 21.5 percent of their profits as derived from regression (9), the derived amount 

of shifted profits would be EU 26.2 bn., which would lead to a revenue loss of 5.7 bn. or 10.8 percent 

of corporate tax revenues. 

These revenue estimates range among the lower estimates for Germany cited in the introduction. It 

is probable that they underestimate the extent of corporate profit shifting for two reasons: A general 

short-coming of bottom-up estimations relying on firm-level data is that micro databases usually 

cover only part of a corporate group. My estimation approach covers only profit shifting 

opportunities between affiliates and their investor companies. However, it is possible that affiliates 

without tax haven investor shift profits to other affiliates of the group which might be based in tax 

havens but not included in the database. Another short-coming is, that the estimates refer only to 

German-based affiliates of foreign MNE. According to the OECD (2018), production by foreign 

affiliates and domestic multinationals accounts for 33 per cent of global output in 2014. The share of 

foreign affiliates amounts to only 12 percent. If this relation also holds for Germany, the revenue 

estimates derived here thus refer to less than 40 percent of multinational activity in Germany.  

6. Robustness checks 
As a robustness check, I repeat the regressions also for direct affiliates, only, for two reasons: First, 

the original sample by Weichenrieder consisted of direct affiliates, only. Second, excluding the 

indirect affiliates, avoids potential problems related to the change in reporting requirements in 2007. 

The results underline even more, the non-linearity of tax effects. Grouping all affiliates together, the 

effect of the average foreign statutory tax rates is significant but smaller (0.03). Again, there is an 

even stronger effect for the sub-groups of affiliates with tax haven investors (0.09) and no significant 

effect for the sub-group of affiliates without tax haven investors. The robustness check of using only 

direct affiliates does not hold, however, for the AETR1 as explanatory variable. 

Going back to the sample with direct and indirect affiliates, the overall tax rate effect is robust to the 

use of non-winsorized profits and liability ratio and for the sub-period of 2000-2014. It is not robust 

for the smaller sub-periods of 1999-2007 or 2007-2015. Too little variation in the tax rate variable 

over time might explain the lack of significance for shorter time periods. Furthermore, the overall 

effect is cluster-robust both at the affiliate and the country level. For the sub group of affiliates with 

haven investors, the number of country clusters is below 50 and thus too low to cluster standard 

errors also at country level. Anyway, the need for clustering also at the level of the main investor-

country it is not very convincing. Arguably, profits of German-based affiliates depend more on the 
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economic situation in Germany and can be considered independent of the home country of the main 

investor.  

The alternative identification strategy of using a treatment dummy that indicates the periods in 

which a tax haven investor is present for the first time, turns out to be less robust. The effect does 

not hold for direct affiliates, only, neither does it hold for the use of non-winsorized profits or 

different time periods. The effect is more robust for affiliates with a foreign participation of over 50 

percent. It holds for the use of non-winsorized profits, and the sub-period of 2000-2014 (table 9 in 

the Appendix). 

7. Conclusion 
Based on different identification strategies the paper provides new evidence of profits shifting 

activities by German-based affiliates of MNEs. This includes new estimates of the semi-elasticity of 

affiliates’ profits with respect to foreign tax rates. By running the regressions separately for affiliates 

with and without tax haven investors, I find evidence of a non-linear relationship between foreign tax 

rates and the sensitivity of profits. For those affiliates with tax haven investor, the estimated semi-

elasticity with regard to the average foreign statutory tax is 4.8 as compared to 3.6 for the whole 

sample. This implies that a one-percentage point increase in the average foreign tax rates faced by 

the investor, reduces the reported profits by 4.8 percent. This result is higher than the consensual 

estimate of 0.8 suggested in the international literature. However, the extrapolation of the amount 

of shifted profits and resulting revenue losses for Germany, produces a comparably low estimate of 

EUR 4.4 bn. or 8.4 percent of total corporate income tax revenue for 2015. 

As statutory tax rates might not properly reflect the attractiveness of a country for profit shifting, I 

use also AETR as tax incentive variable. Here, the semi-elasticity for the sub-group of affiliates with 

tax haven investors is even higher (6.8). But the derived revenue estimates of EUR 1.9 bn. or 3.7 

percent of CIT revenues are surprisingly low. This goes back to the method of extrapolation which 

calculates the amount of profit shifted based on the tax differential between Germany and the 

investor countries. In terms of AETR, this tax differential has narrowed substantially over the last 

years so that the share of shifted profits captured by this approach has also narrowed over time. 

To avoid short-comings related to tax rate differentials as the key identifying variable, I tested an 

alternative approach regressing the affiliates’ profits on a dummy variable switching to one when a 

tax haven investor appears for the first time. The results suggest that the first-time appearance of a 

tax haven investor or ultimate owner company reduces reported profits by about 61 percent if the 

foreign investors own a majority of the company. Extrapolating this result to all foreign affiliates in 

Germany, would suggest a revenue loss of EUR 5.7 bn. or 10.8 percent of CIT revenues. This result 

suggests that identification based on tax rate differentials probably underestimate the true level of 

profit shifting. 
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Appendix 
Figure 1: Development of average profits after appearance of tax haven investor 

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 1: Sample overview 

Year No. of 
affiliates 

Average 
revenue on 

assets, % 

Average 
profit/loss in 
million EUR 

Average 
number of 
employees 

Average 
tangible and 

intangible 
assets in 

million EUR 

Average 
turnover in 
million EUR 

1999 3,397 5.0% 3.6 302 20.2 109.7 

2000 4,277 4.9% 2.4 268 18.5 104.8 

2001 4,436 4.5% 2.4 261 18.5 105.5 

2002 4,419 4.3% 2.6 264 18.7 99.9 

2003 4,441 4.7% 2.5 269 18.0 109.0 

2004 4,410 4.8% 2.8 297 23.0 131.4 

2005 4,592 5.5% 3.3 273 22.4 128.2 

2006 4,864 6.3% 4.4 278 22.7 136.0 

2007 5,213 5.9% 3.9 276 24.4 136.5 

2008 5,550 5.8% 3.3 264 25.1 137.0 

2009 5,718 4.3% 2.4 243 23.0 116.2 

2010 5,894 5.1% 3.0 238 22.0 121.8 

2011 6,015 5.6% 3.5 247 23.1 135.9 

2012 6,122 5.3% 3.3 248 24.2 138.6 

2013 6,336 5.1% 2.9 242 23.3 132.5 

2014 6,406 5.8% 3.0 241 22.0 130.2 

2015 6,373 5.6% 3.3 243 22.5 126.8 

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 2: Affiliates with tax haven investors 

Year Share of affiliates with tax 
haven investors 

Average ROA of affiliates 
without tax haven investor 

Average ROA of affiliates 
with tax haven investor 

1999 39% 5.2% 4.8% 

2000 39% 5.1% 4.5% 

2001 40% 4.8% 4.0% 

2002 41% 4.2% 4.4% 

2003 41% 4.6% 4.8% 

2004 42% 4.8% 4.7% 

2005 42% 5.4% 5.5% 

2006 42% 6.1% 6.4% 

2007 44% 6.3% 5.5% 

2008 44% 6.2% 5.1% 

2009 43% 4.8% 3.7% 

2010 43% 5.4% 4.8% 

2011 44% 5.9% 5.1% 

2012 45% 5.8% 4.6% 

2013 45% 5.7% 4.5% 

2014 45% 6.1% 5.3% 

2015 45% 6.0% 5.2% 

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 3: Average foreign tax differentials 

 Average difference between German tax rate and (average) foreign tax rate(s) faced by an affiliate’s 
investor(s) abroad, in percentage points 

Year Statutory tax rates AETR1 AETR2 

 All affiliates Affiliates with tax 
haven investors 

All affiliates Affiliates with tax 
haven investors 

All affiliates 

1999 17.4 20.8    

2000 17.6 20.5    

2001 4.8 7.4    

2002 5.4 8.4    

2003 8.4 11.2 0.9 5.7 21.0 

2004 7.0 9.6 0.2 3.3 17.4 

2005 7.8 11.7 1.5 5.0 20.9 

2006 8.5 12.7 1.0 4.9 9.5 

2007 9.7 14.7 1.5 6.0 10.5 

2008 1.6 6.4 -2.2 1.7 -20.0 

2009 2.0 6.8 -1.6 2.3 10.0 

2010 2.2 7.0 -1.8 3.2 8.9 

2011 2.7 7.4 -2.9 1.3 -1.2 

2012 3.0 7.4    

2013 3.2 7.3    

2014 3.6 7.3    

2015 3.8 7.2    

Source: Own calculations based on KPMG(2018), Cobham & Loretz (2014), Research Data and Service 

Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct investment (MiDi). 1999-2015 
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Table 4: Regression output – statutory tax rates 

Regression output 
      

Depvar: ln_profit 

All affiliates 
Affiliates with tax haven 

investors 
Affiliates without tax haven 

investors 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Fixed effects Robust s.e. 
Country 
clusters Fixed effects Robust s.e. Fixed effects Robust s.e. 

b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se 

tax_rate .0363*** .0363447*** .0363447*** .0478643*** .0478643* 0.0045256 0.0045256 

  (-0.006) (-0.0107723) (-0.0093348) (-0.0136062) (-0.0237109) (-0.0093225) (-0.0156444) 

ln_employees .0463*** .0463476* .0463476*** .0680271*** .0680271* .0567764*** .0567764* 

  (-0.013) (-0.0209545) (-0.011572) (-0.019383) (-0.0316689) (-0.0168027) (-0.0243916) 

ln_turnover .038*** .0379433** .0379433** .0617843*** .0617843*** 0.0125288 0.0125288 

  (-0.008) (-0.0122532) (-0.011897) (-0.0127551) (-0.0185301) (-0.0110045) (-0.0154366) 

ln_assets .039*** .0390336* .0390336*** .0273341+ 0.0273341 .0458513*** .0458513* 

  (-0.009) (-0.0156582) (-0.0095099) (-0.0161522) (-0.024592) (-0.0124837) (-0.0189359) 

liability_ratio -.053*** -.0533206*** -.0533206*** -.0599214*** -.0599214*** -.0458763*** -.0458763*** 

  (-0.001) (-0.0022764) (-0.0033984) (-0.0020947) (-0.0038838) (-0.0015537) (-0.0027073) 

switch_dummy01 4.751433*** 4.751433*** 4.751433*** 4.091393*** 4.091393*** 4.59534*** 4.59534*** 

  (-0.1860359) (-0.4788496) (-0.7250587) (-0.3387517) (-0.8527167) -0.2589871 -0.6731363 

switch_dummy10 -7.19541*** -7.19541*** -7.19541*** -7.189991*** -7.189991*** -8.026602*** -8.026602*** 

  (-0.1340801) (-0.3178663) (-0.4171604) (-0.2362433) (-0.5471608) (-0.1887099) (-0.4424163) 

sigma_u 4.939 4.939   5.630 5.630 4.942 4.942 

sigma_e 4.686 4.686 
 

4.905 4.905 4.289 4.289 

rho 0.526 0.526 
 

0.569 0.569 0.570 0.570 

N 77365 77365 75849 33147 33147 44218 44218 

Notes: 
Significance levels: + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001         
All regressions include time and affiliate-level fixed effects, coefficients are not reported; tax_rate is the average statutory tax rates in the 
home countries of an affiliate’s investors. Profits and liability ratio have been winsorized. As suggested by Weichenrieder (2009, p. 293): 
“To avoid losing firms with zero employment, sales, or fixed assets in some year, a small constant was added before taking logs.”, (3) 
adjusts robust s.e. for 86 country clusters 
  

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 5: Regression output – average effective tax rates 

Regression output 

depvar: 
ln_profits 

All affiliates 

affiliates with 
tax haven 
investor 

affiliates 
without tax 

haven investor All affiliates 

affiliates with 
tax haven 
investor 

affiliates 
without tax 

haven investor 

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 

b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se 

AETR1 .0256317* .068561** -0.0164783       

  (-0.012642) (-0.0242371) (-0.0179032) 
  

  

AETR2   
  

-0.0004166 .0047707+ -0.004281 

    
  

(-0.0017358) (-0.0028025) (-0.0029815) 

ln_employees .0821253** 0.0539483 .1143746*** .0825102** 0.0541623 .1144095*** 

  (-0.0273991) (-0.0412385) (-0.0339299) (-0.0274602) (-0.0412456) (-0.0339105) 

ln_turnover 0.0285441 .0730425** -0.0187994 0.0283155 .0729358** -0.0184607 

  (-0.0185782) (-0.0268982) (-0.0242685) (-0.0186201) (-0.0270157) (-0.0242216) 

ln_assets 0.0092796 0.001365 0.0247527 0.0101752 0.0032825 0.0245868 

  (-0.0240497) (-0.0397627) (-0.0289071) (-0.0240311) (-0.0396715) (-0.0289232) 

liability_ratio -.054759*** -.0647625*** -.0450964*** -.0548797*** -.0650927*** -.0450747*** 

  (-0.0031541) (-0.0054718) (-0.0037267) (-0.0031566) (-0.0054743) (-0.0037256) 

switch_dummy01 -6.85505*** -6.694665*** -7.224239*** -6.886514*** -6.774174*** -7.226837*** 

  (-0.4253289) (-0.7051066) (-0.6687596) (-0.4251458) (-0.7068038) (-0.6673445) 

switch_dummy10 4.905354*** 4.716919*** 4.791049*** 4.908202*** 4.639026*** 4.785794*** 

  (-0.6197337) (-1.140985) (-0.9456633) (-0.6196382) (-1.134029) (-0.9449892) 

sigma_u 4.452524 5.161989 4.312565 4.459812 5.159134 4.309501 

sigma_e 4.458806 4.796221 4.052547 4.459382 4.798573 4.052472 

rho 0.499295 0.5366808 0.5310537 0.5000482 0.5361618 0.5307088 

N 37066 15579 21487 37066 15579 21487 

Notes: Significance levels: + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 

All regressions include time and affiliate-level fixed effects, coefficients are not reported; AETR are average effective 
tax rates in the home countries of an affiliate’s investors. Profits and liability ratio have been winsorized. As suggested 
by Weichenrieder (2009, p. 293): “To avoid losing firms with zero employment, sales, or fixed assets in some year, a 
small constant was added before taking logs.” 

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 6: Regression output – treatment 

Regression output 

depvar ln_profits 

Fixed effects Robust s.e. 
FE_vce_bg 

b/se 

b/se b/se  

treatment -.4537691*** -.4537691+ -.9508162** 

  -0.1219556 -0.2623338 -0.2938811 

ln_employees .0400174** .0400174+ .0622645** 

  -0.0125048 -0.0213489 -0.0227301 

ln_turnover .0394479*** .0394479** .0311649* 

  -0.0082297 -0.012085 -0.0130707 

ln_assets .0407044*** .0407044** .0418607* 

  -0.009875 -0.0154819 -0.0164994 

liability_ratio -.0535625*** -.0535625*** -.0540638*** 

  -0.0012436 -0.0022612 -0.0023757 

switch_dummy01 -7.102431*** -7.102431*** -7.83506*** 

  -0.1342241 -0.3173053 -0.3454318 

switch_dummy10 4.691032*** 4.691032*** 7.216248*** 

  -0.1844094 -0.4735885 -0.5947257 

sigma_u 4.919549 4.919549 5.148585 

sigma_e 4.676987 4.676987 4.695201 

rho 0.5252598 0.5252598 0.5459604 

N 78217 78217 66471 

Notes: Significance levels: + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001; treatment is a dummy which swiches to 1 in the 
period in which a tax haven investor appears for the first time; all regressions include time and affiliate-level fixed effects, 
coefficients are not reported; Profits and liability ratio have been winsorized. As suggested by Weichenrieder (2009, p. 293): 
“To avoid losing firms with zero employment, sales, or fixed assets in some year, a small constant was added before taking 
logs.” 

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 7: Extrapolated amount of profit shifting and revenue loss 

Tax incentive variable 
Estimated 
effect in 
% 

Share of profit 
shifting in 
sample’s total 
profits, % 

Amount of shifted 
profits (total 
profits*share 
obtained from the 
sample), in bn. 
EUR 

Revenue loss 
based on AETR1, 
in bn. EUR 

Share in total 
corporate income 
tax revenues, in % 

Statutory tax rate 3.6 
13.6 

16.5 3.6 6.8 

Statutory tax rate, sub-
sample of firms with tax 
haven investor 

4.8 
16.7 

20.3 4.4 8.4 

AETR1, sub-sample of firms 
with tax haven investor 

6.8 
7.4 

9 1.9 3.7 

Treatment dummy -61 
21.5 

26.2 5.7 10.8 

Source: Own calculations based on estimation results (tables 4-6), Eurostat (2018) 
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Table 8: Robustness checks, statutory tax rates 

Depvar lnp32_w, sub-sample with tax haven investors 
 

 
country_cl~s non_winsor years19~2007 years20~2015 years20~2015 years20~2014 

 
b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se 

tax rate .0478643+ 0.0201129 0.0509079 0.0213748 -0.0105786 .0462061* 

 
-0.024746 -0.0131623 -0.0404667 -0.0300852 -0.0367325 -0.023218 

ln_employees .0680271*** -.0442756* 0.0041313 -0.0207593 -0.0025195 -0.002717 

 
-0.0121325 -0.0179126 -0.049578 -0.0416091 -0.0526415 -0.0306881 

Ln_turnover .0617843* .0504328*** .0756691* .1356028*** .1144842*** .1488198*** 

 
-0.0241824 -0.0140407 -0.0327631 -0.0214785 -0.0332949 -0.0159149 

Ln_assets .0273341** -0.0273597 -0.0239914 -.0509201+ -.0662325+ -.0605869** 

 
-0.008407 -0.01679 -0.035674 -0.0304651 -0.0367766 -0.0234936 

Liability ratio -.0599214*** -.0836992*** -.1111721*** -.1186604*** -.1151408*** 
 

 
-0.0031732 -0.0065909 -0.004861 -0.0072877 -0.0041533 

 1.switch_~01 4.091393** 3.881768*** 4.571341*** 0.9627984 0.4573749 1.074218+ 

 
-1.437058 -0.6484708 -1.251673 -0.8637389 -1.438793 -0.6421768 

1.switch_~10 -7.189991*** -6.784065*** -5.38694*** -2.759199*** -2.645921+ -2.361153*** 

 
-0.8403506 -0.4274959 -0.9394418 -0.6837277 -1.420071 -0.4103898 

Liability ratio, 
non-winsorized -.0297173*** 

     

 
-0.0062839 

     sigma_u 4.478299 5.723248 5.728064 5.941879 5.587057 
 sigma_e 4.978999 4.768347 4.830471 4.40904 5.221246 
 rho 0.4472047 0.5902681 0.5844012 0.6449094 0.5338066 
 N 32233 33147 12123 23447 13900 33146 

Notes: 
Significance levels: + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
All regressions include time and affiliate-level fixed effects, coefficients are not reported; tax_rate is the average statutory 
tax rates in the home countries of an affiliate’s investors. Profits and liability ratio have been winsorized. As suggested by 
Weichenrieder (2009, p. 293): “To avoid losing firms with zero employment, sales, or fixed assets in some year, a small 
constant was added before taking logs.”, (3) adjusts robust s.e. for 86 country clusters 
  

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 9: Robustness checks, AETR1 

Depvar lnp32_w, sub-sample with tax haven investors 

 
country_cl~s non_winsor years20~2010 

 
b/se b/se b/se 

AETR1 .0456468* .0488296** .0347084 

 (.0171613) (.0162112) (.0250294) 

ln_employees .0552372 -.0471164* .0427209 

   (.0500347)   (.0197434) (.0437829) 

ln_turnover .0701856** .0647347*** .0630957* 

 (.0198447) (.0170062) (.0294619) 

ln_assets .002699 -.0276861 .0405269 

 (.0094703) (.0186266) (.0467206) 

Liability ratio -.0646646***  -.0660414*** 

 (.0039566)  (.0060905) 

switch_dummy01 4.56208+ 3.469957*** 3.549482** 

 (2.32286) (.7686967) (1.261456) 

switch_dummy10 -6.859395*** -6.688475*** -6.207388*** 

 (.4681157) (.5291166) (.9167782) 
liability ratio, non 
winsorized  -.0285476***  

  (.0030565)  

sigma_u  3.907219 5.453839 

sigma_e  4.83293 4.593086 

rho  .3952601 .585049 

N 14804 15511 12081 

Notes: Significance levels: + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 
All regressions include time and affiliate-level fixed effects, coefficients 
are not reported; AETR are average effective tax rates in the home 
countries of an affiliate’s investors. Profits and liability ratio have been 
winsorized. As suggested by Weichenrieder (2009, p. 293): “To avoid 
losing firms with zero employment, sales, or fixed assets in some year, a 
small constant was added before taking logs.” 

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 
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Table 10: Robustness checks, treatment 

Depvar : lnp32_profits, sub-sample of firms of which majority is owned by foreign investors 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
country_cl~s non_winsor y1999_2007 y2007_2015 y2010_2015 y2000_2014 

 
b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se b/se 

treatment -.9508162* -.9973261*** -0.530081 -0.3463661 0.4055248 -.8912865** 

  -0.3840057 -0.3002605 -0.4531976 -0.3776112 -0.5084365 -0.3043482 

ln_employees .0622645** .0611903** 0.0247816 .0664125* .0671835+ .0628682** 

  -0.0186048 -0.0232981 -0.0388444 -0.0264729 -0.0354035 -0.0235957 

ln_turnover .0311649* .0321926* .0508499* 0.0245422 .0708452*** .0300932* 

  -0.0119179 -0.013219 -0.0239543 -0.01553 -0.01948 -0.0138002 

ln_assets .0418607** .0308158+ -0.0186896 .0525062** 0.0098626 .0359829* 

  -0.0151548 -0.0185434 -0.0278605 -0.0199833 -0.0228762 -0.0173854 

liability_ratio -.0540638*** -.071521*** -.0457723*** -.049441*** -.053245*** 
   -0.0031612 -0.0040373 -0.0029001 -0.0043351 -0.0024678 
 switch_dummy0

1 -7.83506*** -7.962751*** -7.509545*** -7.295586*** -5.543625*** -7.736002*** 

  -0.3585066 -0.3518769 -0.571303 -0.5012219 -0.7962015 -0.3657873 
switch_dummy1

0 7.216248*** 7.415256*** 7.825732*** 5.492356*** 3.446122* 7.074099*** 

 
-0.66213 -0.6053242 -0.9831115 -0.8708123 -1.594528 -0.631472 

liability_ratio, 
non-winsorized  -.0413239*** 

     

 
-0.0055791 

     sigma_u 5.223855 5.332871 5.849295 6.228074 5.276065 
 sigma_e 4.750651 4.578543 4.14751 3.620539 4.647705 
 rho 0.5473348 0.5756688 0.6654385 0.747418 0.5630658 
 N 65011 66471 24359 42112 24978 59121 

Notes: Significance levels: + p<0.10, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001; treatment is a dummy which swiches to 1 in the 
period in which a tax haven investor appears for the first time; all regressions include time and affiliate-level fixed effects, 
coefficients are not reported; Profits and liability ratio have been winsorized. As suggested by Weichenrieder (2009, p. 293): 
“To avoid losing firms with zero employment, sales, or fixed assets in some year, a small constant was added before taking 
logs.” 

Source: Research Data and Service Centre (RDSC) of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Microdatabase Direct 

investment (MiDi). 1999-2015, own calculations 

 


